
APPENDIX 3.AI HI-TRAC 100 - ROTATION TRUNNION WELD ANALYSIS

3.AI.1 Introduction

HI-TRAC has a lower pocket trunnion attached to the HI-TRAC outer shell and to
the water jacket outer shell. In'this appendix, the weld stresses are analyzed under
the load and moment expected under the rotation operation. Drawing 2145, Sheet
10 shows the configuration.

3.AI.2 Methodology

Strength of Materials formulas are used to evaluate resistance of the weld group.
The weld evaluation is performed with Hl-TRAC in either vertical or horizontal
orientation. The applied loading is a force applied in any direction at the center of
the pocket. This force is resisted by the assemblage of weld which is loaded by a
force and by a bending moment due to the offset of the point of application to the -
centroid of the weld group. The free body is the same as Figure 3.AA.1 for the 125
ton HI-TRAC.

The stress distribution in the adjacent metal structure is determined using the finite
element code ANSYS (Version 5.4). The finite element model has the same
number of elements, but different dimensions, as used in Appendix 3.AA for the
HI-TRAC 125 and is shown in Figure 3.AA.2. The model is one-quarter symmetric
and extends longitudinally 15" above the rotation trunnion where the edges are
restrained. The b6ttom flange, the inner shell, and the outer shell are modeled
using SHELL63 elements, whereas the pocket trunnion and the lead shield are
modeled with 8-node solid elements. Linear elastic material behavior is
considered with material properties obtained from Section 3.3.

The finite element model conservatively assumes that the water jacket is formed
by an array of fifteen radial ribs, which have a wall thickness of only 3/8". The
actual design of the HI-TRAC 100 water jacket is comprised of ten equally spaced
radial ribs, which measure 1-1/4 inches thick. More importantly, each of the lower
pocket trunnions is intersected vertically by one of these ribs. In the finite element
model considered here, each pocket trunnion is intersected by two 3/8" thick
channel legs. Since the combined thickness of these two channel legs is only 3/4",
together they 'Fnovide less structural support for the pocket trunnion than the actual
1-1/4" thick radial rib. As a result, the calculated stresses in the adjacent metal
structure (i.e., inner shell, outer shell, radial ribs) are conservatively higher.
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The acceptance criteria is taken from ASME Code Subsection NF, Level A
stress levels for base material SA516-Gr7O (per Table NF-3324.5(a)-1). Since
this is a component that can be construed as being active during a low-speed
"lift" operation, a dynamic amplifier of 1.15 is included for Level A. The trunnion
static load associated with a "Normal" lift assumes that the upper trunnions and
the rotation trunnions all carry load in proportion to the centroid location as
defined in Table 3.2.3. The trunnion load associated with an "Off-Normal" or
"Upset Service Level B" lift is 50% of the total load (i.e., the lifting cables are
assumed completely slack); no inertia load factor is applied for this case.

3.AI.3 Input Data

Holtec drawing 2145, shows the weld group connecting the trunnion to the HI-TRAC
outer shell structure. Dimensions are per Holtec drawing no. 2145, sheet 10. The
rotation trunnion is welded to the HI-TRAC outer shell around the four sides and is
also welded to the water jacket around three sides. All welds are full penetration for
analysis purposes.

The input weight is the heaviest fully loaded HI-TRAC dry weight.

Weight:= 201000-1bf Table 3.2.2

From the drawing; the length, the width, the minimum depth of the block to the outer
shell weld, and the depth of the pocket are, respectively:

L 13-in W := 12.375-in

D 11.345-in d := 3.9375-in

The total spacing between trunnions is (per drawing 2145) is

Ltotal := 170-in

The minimum centroidal distance from the bottom trunnion of a loaded HI-TRAC
100 is calculated as

Lcent := 91.24*in - 8.25*in
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Therefore the bottom rotation trunnions will normally be subjected to the load
fraction "f" where

f : - Lcent
Ltotal

f = 0.512

Per ASME Section III, Subsection NF for Class 3 construction, the allowable stress
for full penetration welds is equal to the base metal allowable strength (NF-3256.2)
for Level A service loading. An increase of 33% is permitted for Level B service
loading per Table 3552(b)-I.

The weld thickness to the outer shell is

tw := 0.625-in

The weld thickness to the water jacket shell is the same as the base metal shell.

twi := 0.375-in

3.AI.4 Allowable strength

I

I

The allowable stress is Sa:= 17500-psi Table 3.1.10

3.AI.5 Calculation of Load and Moment on Weld Group for Level A Condition

The force and moment on the single weld group is computed assuming a dynamic
amplifier equal to 15% of the load on the trunnion. This is standard practice for ,
crane low-speed lifting operations.

Dynamic Amplifier

Force := fWiht.DAF
2

Moment-arm: D - .5.d

DAF:= 1.15

Force = 59154.0041bf

Momentarm = 9.376in'

Note that we have conservatively calculated the bending moment on the weld group
by using the largest moment arm (i.e., the distance to the outer shell weld).

Bending-Moment := Force-Momentarm

Bending Moment = 5.546x 10 5in-lbf
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3.AI.6 Calculation of Metal Area and Inertia of Weld Groups

The area and inertia properties of the welds to the outer shell and to the water
jacket are computed as follows:

The configuration of the two weld groups is shown below:

Vertical Direction
k

Water jacket
weld group

L

r

I HI L
W 1' W ~1

The area and inertia properties of the outer shell weld group are:

Area:= 2.tw.(L + W)

3
Inertiavert := 2-tw- 1L + 2 (tw .W) .(.5 L)2

Inertiahoriz := 2-tw-1 + 2-(tW-L) (.5 W)
1 2
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Inertiavert = 882.409in4

lnertiahodz = 819.542 in4
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The inertia of the weld to the water jacket is conservatively computed by
considering only two opposing weld lines (the legs of the "U" shaped weld group)
in the computation of moment of inertia for a vertically oriented cask:

Areawi := twj -(2-L + W)
Areaj = 14.391 in2

lnertiawjvert := 2-tw; 1
12 Inertiawvert = 137.312in4

Inertiawjhoriz := 2-(twj-L).(.5.W) 2 + wi12 InertiawjhOdz = 432.503in4

It is assumed that the distribution of force and moment to the water jacket weld
group and to the outer shell weld group is based on the ratios of the inertia
properties of the individual weld group. Therefore, for the trunnion load oriented
along the cask axis (HI-TRAC vertical), then the distribution ratio is

lnertiawjvert

Inertiavert + Inertiawfvert
rv= 0.135

For the trunnion load oriented perpendicular to the cask axis (HI-TRAC horizontal)

rh =
Inertiawjhoriz

Inertiahoriz + Inertiawjhoriz
rh = 0.345

3.AI.7 Weld Stress Calculations

3.AI.7.1 Cask Vertical - Maximum loading on the outer shell

Stress due to "Force"

Force.(1 - rv)

Area

Stress due to "Bending-Moment"

cy1 = 1614psi

T2 BendingMoment-L-(1 - rv)
2. Innertiavert
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The maximum stress for calculation of weld safety factor for the outer shell is
assumed to be the SRSS of the two stress components (in reality, these two
stresses are at right angles to one another at any point in the weld group, and only
the maximum of the two stresses need be considered if maximum normal stress
theory is used.

: 2 + 2
Cymax 01(Y + 0Y2 Cmax = 3 .886 x 10 3psi

The safety factor on the maximum weld stress in the outer shell of the HI-TRAC
100 is

SF1 := a
0max

SF1 = 4.5

3.AI.7.2 Cask Horizontal - Maximum loading on the water jacket shell

Stress due to "Force"

CT1 Force.(rh)
AreaA c01 = 1420psi

Stress due to "Bending-Moment"

C02 :=
Bending-MomentW. (rh)

2- Inertiawjhoriz
02 = 2741 psi

The maximum stress for calculation of weld safety factor for the water jacket is
assumed to be the SRSS of the two stress components (in reality, these two
stresses are at right angles to one another at any point in the weld group, and only
the maximum of the two stresses need be considered if maximum normal stress
theory is used.

2 -2
O~max : C0j + 0(2 cOmax = 3.087x 103psi
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The safety factor on the maximum weld stress in the water jacket of the
Hl-TRAC 100 is

SF2 := a
Gmax

SF2 = 5.67

3.AI.8 Weld Stress Analysis for Level B Condition of Loading

Under this load condition, all of the weight is assumed supported on the two
rotation trunnions. Therefore, the Level A load on each trunnion increases in
magnitude by

0.5

Increase := DAF

2

Increase = 1.699

Since the allowable stress increases by 33% for this condition, thesafety factors
are

SFB := SF 1.33
Increase

1.33SF 28  SF2 -.Ir
Increase

SF1 1B = 3.525

SF2 1 = 4.438

3.AI.9 Analysis of Bolted Interface for Level A Load Condition

Holtec Drawing 2145, sheet 10 shows an option for the rotation trunnion to be
assembled from two sections, with a bolted and keyed connection. In order to
insure full functionality of the rotation trunnion, the bolt preload must be such to
insure no separation between the components when the force and moment are
applied to the trunnion. In this section we establish the necessary bolt preload.

To establish a preload for the bolts, we initially assume that sufficient preload
has been applied to prevent separation after application of the load and moment.
If this is assumed, then we can assume that all of the moment will be resisted by
a linear stress distribution on the surface of the interface that adds to the preload
stress. Therefore, the first calculation is to establish the inertia properties of the
section. The following sketch of the interface surface aids in the development:
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V w J

L

h

F d >

For simplicity in calculations, the half circle is "squared off'. This simplification is
also conservative. From drawing 2145, sheet 10,

L:= 13.in W:= 12.3758in d := 2-3.188-in h:= 13-in-8.25.in
K>

The contact area of the interface is

Aint := L-W-d.(h+ .5.d) Aint= 110.273in2

The area centroid of the interface contact area is established from the following
calculation:

A1 := L.W X1 :=.5-L xI = 6.5 in

A2 := (h-+ .5-d)-d x2 := .5.(h+ .5.d) X2 = 3.969 in

The individual areas listed above have their centroids (x) measured from the base
of the section in the sketch presented above. Then, the centroid of the actual part,
measured again from the base, is given as:
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A1 x 1 -A 2*x 2xc:=
xc = 7.662in

Based on the simplified section, the moments of inertia about the centroid, for
bending with the cask vertical and horizontal, respectively,are:

3
+_i.Xi )2 d.(h+ .5)[vert :=W L' + A, -(X x, )-- 5-d) -A2 (X2- C) 212 12

lvertl= .527x IO 3 i4

L-W3  (h+ .5-d).d3
1horiz - -

12 12
'horiz = 1.882 x 103 in4

The applied force in either of the two orientations is

Force = 5.915 x 10 4 lbf

The moment arm to the interface is, from drawing 2145, sheet 10

arm := .5-3.9375-in

Therefore, the moment to be transferred across the interface is

Moment:= Force-arm Moment= 1.165x 105in-Ibf
The maximum tensile stress at the interface to resist the moments is

Moment. (xc)
avert := Moent

6net

Moment .5-W
-horiz = horiz

avert = 584.33 psi

Chorii = 382.916 psi ,

From these results, it is clear that if we insure a preload stress that is the maximum
of the above two conservatively calculated stress values, then moment transfer
across the interface will be assured. - -

To establish the required bolt preload, the desired interface compressive pre-stress
is set as
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Crprestress := aTvert Ceprestress = 584.33 psi

Each of the four bolts, therefore, have to impose a preload equal to

= yprestress Aint
4 Fi = 1.611 x 104lbf

Following the reference "Mechanical Engineering Design", by J. Shigley and C.
Mischke, McGraw-Hill, 5th Edition, 1989, Chapter 8., the required bolt torque is a
function of the preload force, the bolt diameter, and a constant, K, which depends
on the presence or absence of lubrication while installing the bolts. It is assumed
that an Anti-Seize lubricant is employed, so that

K := .12

From BM-2145, the bolt diameter is db with 8 threads per inch (UNC)

db:= 1 in

T:= K.Fi-d T = 1.027 x 103ft-lbf

The stress area of the bolt is

As := 0.605-in2 Machinery's Handbook

The bolt stress developed during preload is

(abolt A o'bolt = 2.663x 1 psi

The yield and ultimate strengths of the specified bolt material are

ayb := 1 1 5600-psi

Cub := 145000-psi

Table 3.3.4 for SA564-630
1075 degrees F.

(age hardened at

The design limits on the bolt are conservatively set as the limits of ASME Section III,
Subsection NF, NF-3324.6 for Level A conditions
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sub
a allowablebolt = -

3.33

.62 Caub

Tallowablebolt = 5

Gallowablebolt
Sbolt*-

0 bolt

aallowable bolt = 4.354x 10 psi

Tallowable bolt = 1.798x 104psi

SFbolt = 1.635

It is also noted that the distance of the bolts from the free edge of the base
conforms to the requirements of Table NF-3324.6(b)(1)-1. Because of the dowel
pins, the bolts are not subject to shear loading.

Under the Level B loading, the input load increases by the factor

Increase = 1.699

Per ASME Section III, Subsection NF-3225.2 and Table NF-3225.2-1, the allowable
stress is increased by 15% for a Level B load condition. Therefore, the bolt safety
factor is

SFboltB SFbolt' 1.15
Increase

SFboltB = 1.107

It is concluded that the bolts are acceptable for the service intended, once it is
demonstrated that the thread engagement length is acceptable. Thread
engagement length is considered using the methodology applied in Appendix
3.AC, that uses the reference - FED-STD-H28/2A, Federal Standard
Screw-Thread Standards for Federal Services, United States Government
Printing Office, April, 1984.

Bolt diameter

N := 8.1
in

Leng := 2.3125-i

Number of Bolts

db2
Ad = n

4

db := 1.in

is the number of threads per inch (UNC)

n is the length of engagement

NB .- 1

Ad = 0.785in j is the area of the unthreaded section
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Astress := 0.605 in2 is the stress area of the bolt

dpitch := .9188-in is the pitch diameter of the bolt

dmext:= .8466-in is the minor diameter of the bolt

dmint := 0.8647-in is the minor diameter of the hole

The design temperature of the pocket trunnion base, is 350 deg. F (Table 2.2.3).
The ultimate strength and yield strength of the base material are given below.

Subase 65650.psi (Table 3.3.3)

Sybase 32700-psi (Table 3.3.3)

Length of Engagement Check

p := N is the thread pitch

H := 4.0.21651 -p H = 0.108in

Depthext := H Depthext = 0.077 in
24

5Depthint - H Depthint = 0.068in
8

dmajext dmext + 2 Depthext dmajext = 1 in

Using page 103 of the cited reference,

BoltthrdshrA 7: rN.Leng dmint-[ 2N + .57735 (dpitch - dmint)]

BoltthrdshrA = 4.711 in2

Ext thrdshrA := 7t.N-Leng-dmajext [ 2 fN+0.57735-(dmajext-dpltch)
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Extthrdshr_A = 6.356 in

The normal load capacity of the bolt based on the NF allowables, and load
capacity of the trunnion base material, based on yield strength, are:

Sbolt := aallowable_bolt Sboli

LoadCapacitybOlt := Sbolt Astress

='4.354x 104psi

Load Capacitybolt = 2.634 x I O4 lbf

Load-Capacityboltshear := Talowable boltAstress

LoadCapacityboltshear 1.088 x IO lbf

LoadCapacityboltthrd (0.577-Sbolt) Bolt thrdshr_A

LoadCapacityboitthrd = 1.184 x 1 05lbf

LoadCapacitybase := (0.577-Sybase).Ext thrd shr_A

Load Capacitybase =1.199x 105lbf

From the above calculation, it is clear that the length of engagement is adequate
since

Load-CapacitYbase
= 4.552

LoadCapacitybolt

The three dowel pins serve to resist the direct load and preclude shear stress in
the bolts. The available dowel projected bearing area to resist the force is
computed as follows (per drawing 2145, sheet 10).

The minimum length of dowel and the dowel diameter are:

Lmin := 3.75-in

HI-STORM FSAR
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<-
Therefore, the projected area of the dowels is

Abearing := 3 ddowel Lmin
Abearing = 15.469in2

Therefore, the average bearing stress on the side faces of the loaded dowels is

Force
akey =

Abearing
Gkey= 3.824 x 1 03psi

This bearing stress is well below the yield stress of the trunnion base material.
The safety factor on bearing stress on the base metal adjacent to the dowel pins
is (per NF-3252. 1):

SFbearing :Sybase
akey

SFbearing = 8.551

The safety factor for the Level B condition is

S Fbearing
SFbearingB :=ncreas

Increase
SFbearingB = 5.033

The safety factor that exists against tear-out of the pocket trunnion base metal
between the dowel and the nearest free surface is assessed by considering the
following sketch that shows a portion of one of the legs of the "U-section":
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this area subject to
potential tear-out

f 11
AU

/
ddowel

From Drawing 2145, sheet 10,

u:= 3-in

Assuming the yield strength in shear as 60% of the base metal tensile yield, the
capacity of the section to resist tear-out is

Tcap = .6 Sybase.2{ 2&Lmin) Tcap = 2.207x 105 Ibf'

The actual load 'er dowel is 1/3 of the total force. Therefore, the factor of safety
against tear-out is

SFtearout := Tcap
Force SFtearout = 11 .194

The average shear stress on the dowel cross section at the interface is computed
assuming that the dowel threads are in the shear plane. Using a stress area
appropriate to the dowel size.

Astress := 1.1538-in2

Force
tkey =

3 Astress

HI-STORM FSAR
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Although the dowel pin is not a bolt, to establish a safety factor for the dowel,
the allowable shear stress is conservatively defined to be the limit set for bolts
for Level A loading. Therefore, since the pins are fabricated from SA-564-630,
the minimum ultimate strength at 350 degrees F is taken as:

Sud := 138000-psi

.62dSud
'rda := -

ASME Code, Section II, Part D, Table U)

Tda = 2.852x 104psi

SFkey = 1.669S Fkey
Tda

Tkey

The previous safety factors are computed for the value of "Force" associated with
the Level A load. For the Level B load, the loads increase but so does the
allowable stress. Level B allowable stress increases for both "tearout" and for
shear of the dowel pin are set following Table 3552(b)-i (note that the dowel pins
are not considered as bolts for the purpose of establishing a Level B allowable
stress). For both components the allowable stress increase is represented by the
factor "F", where

F := 1.33

Therefore the safety factors for the Level B loading condition become

SFtearoutB := SFtearout I
Increase

SFkeyB := SFkey- I
Increase

HI-STORM FSAR
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3.AI.10 Conclusions for Trunnion Weld Group and Bolting

A conservative calculation of available weld area and inertia demonstrates that
the rotation'truniion weld to HI-TRAC can support the appropriate load fromra
loaded HI-TRAC with a large safety factor. Normally, each trunnion will see
approxirnmtely 26% of the load for a normal rotation. This increases to 50% for a
defined Level B condition when the crane cable is assumed slack. The optional
rotation trunnion split base has been considered and it is demonstrated that the
specified bolting and keys are sufficient to insure load and moment transfer
across the split surface.

3.AI.1I Finite Element Analysis

The linear elastic finite element analysis is performed for a Level B trunnion load,
applied vertically, having the magnitude:

Load.- 201000.lbf Load = 1.005x 1 5 lbf
2

The resulting stress distributions for the inner and outer shells and for the
radial ribs are shown in Figures 3.AI.1-3.AI.6. To determine the actual state of
stress under Level A and Level B loading, the following amplifiers need to be
incorporated to account for centroid position and inertia load amplifier. For
the Level B amplifier, it is appropriate to eliminate the inertia load amplifier
since its effect is already "buried" in the dramatic increase in the applied load.

Level B stress intensity amplifier

AmpB := 1.0

Level A stress intensity amplifier

AmpA := f-1.15- AmpA = 0.589
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The following table is constructed from the figures. Peak stresses corners are
not included in the stress evaluation. Away from the immediate vicinity of the
trunnion, the state of stress is considered as "primary". At the trunnion
discontinuity, the stress away from the corner is considered as "primary plus
secondary". The initial superscript "a" means axial stress directed along the
cask axis; the initial'superscript "c" means circumferential stress directed
around the'cask periphery. No NF Code limits are set for primary plus
secondary stress; stresses are reported here for information only.

LEVEL B

Component - Outer shell

Primary Stress

aapo =-726-psi-AmpB

cpo :=~ -428-psi-AmpB

Primary plus Secondary Stress

aapo = -726 psi

acpo = -428 psi

\"-I1

craso - 3150-psi-AmpB

rcso := -3641 -psi-AmpB

aaso = 3.15x 103 psi

rcso = -3.641 x 10 3 psi

Component - Inner shell

Primary Stress

cyapi =-756.psi-AmpB

rcpi := -2157-psi-AmpB

Gapi = -756 psi

crcpi = -2.157x 1 03psi

Primary plus Secondary Stress

Gasi := 2379.psi.AmPB Caasi = 2.379x 103 psi
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crcsi := -2157-psi-AmPB cscsi = -2.157x 103 psi

Component - Radial Rib

Primary Stress

I

Gapc :- 2411-psi-AmPB

acpc :=-530.5-psi-AmpB

(Tapc = 2.411 x IO3psi

acpc = -530.5 psi

Primary plus Secondary Stress

Gasc := -15509-psi-AmpB

ycsc =-2294-psi-AmpB

aasc = -1.551 x 104psi

crcsc = -2.294x 10 3psi

The stresses reported above are conservatively high because of the way the
radial ribs are modeled (see Section 3.AI.2 for further explaination). To obtain
values appropriate to the Level A condition, all results are multiplied by.

AmPA = 0.589

I
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APPENDIX 3.AJ 100 TON HI-TRAC TRANSFER LID STRESS ANALYSES

3.AJ.1 Introduction

This appendix considers the structural analysis of the HI-TRAC transfer lid under
the following limiting conditions: '

Lifting of fully loaded MPC - Normal Condition
Horizontal Drop of HI-TRAC -Accident Condition

In the first case, it is shown that the sliding doors adequately support a loaded
MPC plus the door weight, both being amplified by a dynamic load factor
associated with a low speed lifting operation, and that the loads are transferred to
the transfer cask body without overstress.

In the second case, analysis is performed to show that the transfer lid and the
transfer cask body do not separate during a HI-TRAC horizontal drop which
imposes the design basis 45G load (Table 3.1.2) on the connection. In this case,
because of the geometry of the transfer lid housing, the force of separation is from
the HI-TRAC since the housing impacts the ground before the HI-TRAC body; i.e.,
the connection needs to withstand an amplified load from the HI-TRAC loaded

-weight, amplified by the deceleration. -Analysis is also performed to'shtow that the
bolts that act as "door stops" will keep the doors from opening due to
deceleration from a side drop.

3.AJ.2 References

[3.AJ.2.1] Young, Warren C., Roark's Formulas for Stress and Strain, 6th Edition,
McGraw-Hill, 1989.

[3.AJ.2.2] Holtec Drawing 2152 (two sheets)

[3.AJ.2.3] J.Shigley and C. Mischke, Mechanical Engineering Design, McGraw
Hill, 1989.

[3.AJ.2.4] McMaster-Carr Supply Company, Catalog No. 101, 1995.

3.AJ.3 Composition

This appendix was created using the Mathcad (version 8:0) software package.
Mathcad uses the symbol ':=' as an assignment operator, and the equals symbol '='
retrieves values for constants or variables. X



'����23.AJ.4 General Assumptions

1. Formulas taken from Reference [3.AJ.2.1] are based on assumptions that
are delineated in that reference.

2. During lifting operation, the MPC is supported on a narrow rectangular
section of the door. The width of the section in each of two doors is set at the
span of the three wheels. Beam theory is used to calculate stresses.

3. The loading from the MPC on the door is simulated by a uniform pressure
acting on the total surface area of the postulated beam section of the door.

3.AJ.5 Methodology and Assumptions

Strength of Materials analysis are performed to establish structural integrity.
Stresses in the transfer lid door are computed based on simplified beam
analysis, where the width of the top plate beam is taken as the span of the door
support wheels.

For all lifting analyses, the acceptance criteria is the more severe of ASME
Section 111, Subsection NF (allowable stresses per tables in Chapter 3),or USNRC
Regulatory Guide 3.61 (33.3% of yield strength at temperature).

3.AJ.6 Input Data(BM-2152 and drawing 2152. Table 3.2.2 for weights)

Unsupported door top plate length
Half Door top plate width

Door top plate thickness

Thickness of bottom plate

HI-TRAC bounding dry weight
MPC bounding weight

Transfer Lid Bounding Weight (with door)

Weight of door top plate

Door Lead shield weight

Weight of door bottom plate

L := 72.75-in

w:= 25-in

ttp := 2.25-in

tbp := 0.5-in

W := 201000-lbf
Wmpc:= 90000.lbf

Wtj := 17000-lbf

Wtp := 3762-1bf

Wlead := 2879.2-lbf

Wbp := 663-lbf

HI-STORM FSAR 3.AJ-2 Rev. 1
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Weight of Holtite A Wha:= O-Ibf I

Note that above weights calculated from data in HI-981928 (Caic. Package for
HI-STORM). The total door weight excluding wheels and trucks is:

Wtd := Wtp + Wlead + Wbp + Wha

Total Door Weight transferred by 1 set of 3 wheels
+trucks and wheels

Dynamic Load Factor for low speed lift

Young's Modulus SA-516-Gr7O @ 350 deg. F

Allowable membrane stress
for Level A condition @ 350 deg. F(Table 3.3.2)
Use allowable stress for SA-516 Gr 70

Yield strength @ 350 deg. F - Use minimum
value for SA-350 LF3(Table 3.3.3)

Maximum Deceleration (design basis) g level

Wtd = 7.304 x 1l03Ibf

W 4339.4 -1bfWdoor := 2394.b

DLF := 0.15
6E := 28-10 -psi

Sa -17500 psi

Sy := 32700-psi

Gmax := 45

I
I

3.AJ.7 Analysis of Door plates Under Lift of MPC - Level A Event

The transfer lid door has a top and bottom plate connected by side plates that
act as stiffeners in the loaded section. The top plate is 2.25 inches thick and the
total span between wheel centers is 73 inches. The bottom plate is 0.5 inches
thick and spans 73 inches. The side plates that connect the two plates are 1 inch
thick. There is one side plate on each end of the beam and one down the
middle. The side plates extend below the bottom plate (Drg.and BM 2152).

The lid door acts as a composite beam between wheel 'sets. -It supports the load
of the MPC along its span. To ensure conservatism, the effective width of the
composite beam is taken as the distance between the outermost stiffeners.
Beam theory is valid up to 1/8 of the span [Ref. 3.AJ.2.1]. Beyond this value, a
beam begins to act as a stronger two-way plate. Therefore, a one-way beam
approximation for the dimensions of this lid underestimates the capacity of the lid.

The load acting on the beam is taken as the bounding weight from a fully loaded
MPC plus the bounding weight of the transfer lid door assembly. The load is
applied as a uniform pressure and the beam is assumed simply supported.

HI-STORM FSAR 3.AJ-3 Rev. 1
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The geometric parameters of the system are (drawing 2152, sheet 2):

b := w

h:= 8-in overall beam height

htp := hp thickness of top plate htp = 2.25 in

hg := 5.75-in height of side plate (extends below bottom plate)

hbp := tip thickness of bottom plate hbp = 0.5 in

hs := 5.25-in position of bottom plate below top surface

I

tg := 1 in thickness of each side plate

The centroid (measured from the top surface) and area moment of inertia of
the composite beam are:

3.hg-tg htp+ 2 )+ htp.b 2P! + hbp.(b-3.tg).(hs)
yc .=

htp b + 3.hg.tg + hbp.(b - 3.tg)

yc = 2.479 in

htp,2 tg hg3 (hg2
Inertia: +tp +htp.bic.!2R + tg~h ***h~t.c - htp - ..

12 Y 2 ) 4 2I~L~

+ (b - 3.tg) hbp + hbp.(b - 3.tg).(yc - hs)
12

Inertia = 379.847in4

The maximum stress is due to the moment:

(Wmpc + Wtd)Moment :
2

The bending stress is

L

8
Moment = 4.424x 105lbf-in

a Moment (h - yc)*(1 + DLF)
Inertia

aY = 7.396x 103psi

HI-STORM FSAR
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The stress must be less than the 33.3% of the yield strength of the material.
This acceptance criteria comes from Reg.-Guide 3.61. The safety factor is

Sy:= Sy
SF3 6 1 := -Sy SF361 = 1.474

The safety factor as defined by ASME Section III, Subsection NF for Class 3
components is

SFnf :=
6 SFnf = 3.549

Now consider the plate section between stiffeners and check to see if plate stress
is acceptable. The span of the plate between stiffeners is

span := 12.5-in (Drg. 2152)

Calculate the pressure on each half of lid door due to MPC.

p _
.5-Wmpc-(1 + DLF)

L-w
p = 28.454 psi

Calculate the pressure due to self weight

Pd = 5 (Wtp). I + DLF
LBw

Bending moment due to pressure

Pd = 1.189pSi

Moment (P + Pd) *L span2
8

Moment = 4.212x 104lbf-in

Maximum bending stress

6-Moment
Gbending- 2

L.ttP

Now perform a Weld Check

Load = (P + Pd) .L-w

Cbending = 6 8 6 .179psi

(Small!!!)

Load = 5.391 x 10 4lbf

The shear stress at the weld connection is (conservatively neglect stiffener welds)

HI-STORM FSAR 3.AJ-5 Rev. 1
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Load
2*w-ttp

t = 479.227 psi Low!

It is concluded that the significant stresses arise only by the action of the member
as a composite beam composed of plates and stiffeners. Local bending stresses
in the plate are small and can be neglected

3.AJ.8 Wheel Loads on Housing

Wdoor = 2 .17x 103lbf From weight calculation - 50% of 1 half-door

Load per wheel
Loadwheel :=

(Wdoor+ .25-Wmpc)-(1 + DLF)

3

Loadwheel = 9.457x 10 3lbf

Note that working capacities of wheels are 10000 lb per McMaster Carr
Catalog [3.AJ.2.4].

The wheel rides on an angle track (item 7 in dwg. 2152). The thickness of the
angle is

ta := 0.25-in

The wheel span ( three wheels) is (see sheet 2, side view of Dwg. 2152)

s :=18.5-in

Therefore the direct stress in the leg of the angle is

I

1
Ga := ., .3. Loadwhee

2-cos(45-deg) s-ta 0a = 4 .3 3 7 x 103psi

Overstress in this track does not impede ready retrievability of the fuel.
Nevertheless, for conservatism, the safety factor in accordance with Regulatory
Guide 3.61 is evaluated for the material specified for the angle.

SFangle :=36000psi
3 -ca

SFangle = 2.767

HI-STORM FSAR 3AJ-6 Rev. 1
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3.AJ.9 Housing Stress Analysis
The most limiting section that sets the minimum safety factor for the door housing
under a lifting condition is the box structure adjacent to the track that serves as the
direct load path to the bolts. In this section, a conservative estimate of the stress
levels in this region is obtained and the safety factor established. The door load is
transferred to the bottom plate by the wheels running on an angle track. The load is
then transferred to two vertical stiffeners that form the side of the box. The top plate,
forming the top of the box, serves as the structure that moves the load to the bolts.

The lid bottom plate of the housing (item 2 of Dwg. 2152) that directly supports
the wheel loading can be conservatively considered as a wide plate supporting
the load from one of the sliding doors. The applied load is transferred to the two
vertical plates (items 3 and 4 of Dwg. 1928). Figure 3.AJ.2 shows the -
configuration for analysis. The following dimensions are obtained from the drawing.

Length of analyzed section LH - 25-in

Thickness of item 2 tbottom .- 2-in From BM-1 928

Thickness of item 3

Thickness of item 4

Width of item 21

tj := 1.5-in

t2:= 1 in

t21 : 1.5-in

With respect to Figure 3.AJ.2, referring to the drawing, the length x is defined as
a+b

x:= (.5-89)-in-36.375-in x = 8;125 in

dimension "b" b := x- t1 - t21 - .5 t1 b = 4.375 in

dimension "a" a = x-b a = 3.75 in

Compute the moment of inertia of item 2 at the root assuming a wide beam

tbottom
1:= LH- 12 I = 16.667in4

The maximum bending moment in the bottom plate is given as,

Moment:= 3-Loadwheel-b Moment= 1.241 x 1051bf-in



The maximum bending stress is

ybending Moment-tbottom -psi
2.1 abending = 7-447X

The safety factor, based on primary bending stress (ASME Code evaluation), is

1.5 =a 3.525 It is concluded that this region is not limiting.
a bending

The safety factor based on Reg. Guide 3.61 (compare to 33% of yield strength) is

S' =-1.464
3a abending

The reactions at the two support points for the section are

F1  3-Loadwheel-{1 + a) F1 = 6.147x 104lbf

F2  
3 *Loadwheel-- F2 = 3.31 X 10 4lbf

a

Therefore, consistent with the support assumptions, the direct stress in the two
stiffeners is

F1 3FJ := 1 = 1.639x 10 psi
LH*t1

F2  3
C2 := t2 C2 = 1.324 x 10 psi

LH-t2

Safety factors, using the more conservative Reg. Guide 3.61 criteria, are
SY

SF1 :. 3ya1  SF1 = 6.65

SF2  S-Y SF 2 = 8.233
3.aF2



The vertical stiffeners (Items 3 and 4) are connected to the top and bottom plates
(Items 1 and 2) by partial penetration groove welds. The sizes of these welds are I

I

Size of weld connecting Item 3 to Items 1 and 2

Size of weld connecting Item 4 to Items 1 and 2

sl .- 0.75-in

S2 :- 0.5-in

I
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Per NF-3324.5, the effective throat sizes of these welds are

el := s - 0.125-in

e2 : s2 - 0.125-in

- e1 ='0.625in

e2 = O.'375in

Based on the forces in the vertical stiffeners, the stresses in these welds are

F1

LH.el

LH.e2

T1 = 3934 psi

E2 = 3531 psi

The safety factors, using the

SF 1 :=-
3 .1

SF2 := -
3.T2

more conservative Reg. Guide,3.61 criteria, are

SF1 = 2.771

SF2 = 3.087



3.AJ.10 Bolt Stress

Figure 3.AJ.3 shows the bolt array assumed to resist the lifted load when the
doors are closed and when the fully loaded MPC is being supported by the doors.

The bolt tensile stress area is, for the 1" diameter bolts (use standard area)

Ab := 0.605-in2

The bolt circle radius is

The bolt angular spacing is

dbolt := 1 in

86.5 .
Rb :- In

2

0 :=10.deg

Nb:= 36 I

The centroid of the nine bolts point P* in Figure 3.AJ.3, assumed to carry 100% of
the wheel load, is computed as follows:

Atotal := 9-Ab Atotal = 5.445 in2

Compute the following sum

Sum := 2-Ab-Rb.(1 - cos(4-0)) + 2-Ab.Rb.(1 - cos(3-0)) ...
+ 2-Ab-Rb.(1 - cos(2.0)) + 2-Ab.Rb.(1 - cos(0))

Sum = 23.206 in3

Then the centroid of the bolts is Xbar := Sum
Atotal Xbar = 4.262 in

Compute the bolt moment of inertia about the centroid by first locating each bolt
relative to the centroid. First compute some distances "z":

Z1 := Rb * (1 -Cos (4 * 0)) -Xbar

Z2 := Rb-( -cos(3-0)) -Xbar

Z3 := Rb-(1 -cos(2-0)) -Xbar

74 := Rb ( 1 -COS (0)) -Xbar

z1 = 5.857in

Z2= 1.533in

z3 = -1.654in

z4 = -3.605 in

HI-STORM FSAR 3 AJ-1 0 Rev. 1
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Then the bolt group moment of inertia about the centroid is
2 2 2 2 2

Ibolts := 2-AbZ1 + 2-Ab Z2 + 2-Ab-Z3 + 2-Ab Z4 + Ab Xbar

lbolts = 74.367 in

The bolts must support the total wheel load acting on one rail, plus the additional
load necessary to resist the moment induced about the bolt group centroid.

The moment arm is the distance from the bolt centroid to the angle guide rail

momentarm := Rb - Xbar - 3 6.375-in momentarm = 2.613 in

Therefore, the bolt array must resist the following moment

Momentbolts := 6-Loadwheel-momentarm
Momentbolts = 1.483 x 105 in-lbf

The bolt stress due to the direct load is

stressdirect :=6. Loadwhee
Atotal

stressdirect = 1.042 x 1 04psi

Compute
Yi Rb * (1-cos (4 -0)) - Xbar Yi = 5.857in > Xbar

Therefore, the highest bolt stress due to the bending moment is,

Momentbolts Y1
stressmoment :=

lbolts
stressmoment = 1.168x 1 04psi

Therefore, the total bolt stress to support lifting, on the heaviest loaded bolt, is

Cbolt = streSsdirect + stressmroment
4Cyot= 2.21 x 10 psi

The above calculation has considered only the stress induced by the MPC and the
door; that is, the stress induced in the bolts by the load transmitted through the
wheels. The entire set of bolts acts to support the door housing and this induces an
additional component of stress in the bolts. This is computed below:

HI-STORM FSAR 3.AJ-1 1 Rev. I
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The total bounding weight of the transfer lid is

Wt, = 1.7 x 104 lbf

The total door load already accounted for in the bolt analysis is

Wtd= 4 'Wdor Wtd = 8.679x IO3lbf

Therefore the additional average stress component in the 36 bolts is

(Wtl - Wtd)
36*Ab Uavg = 382.056 psi

Therefore the absolute maximum bolt stress is

_bolt-max := Gbolt+ Cyavg Cboltmax = 2.248x 104 psi

The allowable bolt load is obtained from the ASME Code, Subsection NF,
NF-3324.6 as 50% of the ultimate strength of the bolts. The bolts are assumed
to be at a temperature below 200 degrees F because of their location. The
mechanical properties of SA1 93 Grade B7 for 2.5" to 4" diameters are
conservatively used for the Hl-TRAC lid bolts.

I
I
I

Subolt: 115000-psi @200 deg. F Table 3.3.4

Sybolt := 95000-psi

Therefore, the bolt safety factor based on tensile capacity is (NF-3324.6)

.5 * 5ubolt
SFbolts =

(3bolt_max
SFbolts = 2.558

The transfer lid bolt preload required is

T = 12 'CboIt-maxAb~dboIt [3.AJ.3] T= 136.002ft.lbf

Note that this exceeds the value calculated for the pool lid.
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The maximum load in any bolt, based on the above calculations, is:

Ptension - 0boltmax Ab Ptension = 1.36x 10 4lbf

The safety factor using the Reg. Guide 3.61 criteria is

Sybolt
3 Gboltmax SF 3.61  1.409

Calculation of Thread Capacity

The following calculations are taken from Machinery's Handbook, 23rd Edition, pp.
1278-1279 plus associated screw thread Table 4, p 1514.

Input Geometry Data - 1" UNC, 8 threads/inch, 2A class

Le := 1.-in Thread engagement length N 8
-in Threads per inch

Dm := 1 -in Basic Major Diameter of threads -

D := .9755-in Minimum Major, Diameter of External Threads

Emin := .91 -in Minimum Pitch Diameter of External Threads

Emax := .9276in Maximum Pitch Diameter of Internal Threads

Kn := .89-in Maximum Minor Diameter of Internal Threads

Input Yield Strength-internal Threads (lid or forging); External Threads I
(bolts) I

Values are obtained from ASME Code,Section II I

Sylid := 38000-psi SUlid *= 70000-psi Subolt := Subolt I

Calculation of Tensile stress area (high-strength bolt, ultimate strength
exceeding 100,000 psi)

(163'2 84.D 9743 ~2
Ath : -. Emin N- At6l = .7854y m N - ) I
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Ath = 0.594 in At, = 0.606 in2 I
I

At := if(SUbolt > 100000-psi,Ath,Ati) At = 0.594in2

Calculation of Shear Stress Area per the Handbook

Aext := 7 N-Le-Kn- [N + 0.57735.(Emin - Kn)

Aint := TC N-Le-D-E N + 0.57735.(D - Emax) ]

Aext = 1.656in2

Aint = 2.21 in2

Required Length of Engagement per Machinery's Handbook

At
Lreq := 2

Aext

Le

Lreq = 0.717in

Capacity Calculation Using Actual Engagement Length

For the specified condition, the allowable tensile stress in the bolt is per ASME NF

abolt := SUbolt.0.5 CTbolt = 5.75x 1 04psi

The allowable shear stress in the bolt is:

bolt .62-SUblt bolt = 2.377x 10 psi

The allowable shear stress in the lid (or flange) is

Tlid := 0.4-Sylid

Fshearlid := Tlid Aint

tlid = 1.52 x 104 psi

Fshear lid = 3.36x 10 4bf

For the bolt, the allowable strength is the yield strength

Ftensile-bolt-:= cybolt-At Ftensile bolt = 3.414x 104 lbf



Fshear~-bolt :=- TboltAext eshear-bolt = 3.936x 1 04lbf

Therefore, thread shear in lid governs the design. The safety factors computed
above should by multiplied by the ratio

Fshear lid
= 0.984

Ftensile_bolt

3.AJ.1 1 Estimate of Primary Bending Stress in Lid Top Plate

The lid top plate maximum primary stresses develop due to the structural
requirement of transferring the wheel loads to the bolt array. Based on the
assumptions above as to the number of bolts participating in the support of the
load, a total direct load and a bending moment is reacted by the bolt array. The
active bolts have been assumed to be only those bolts in an 80 degree arc (see
Figure 3.AJ.3). To estimate the minimum safety factor inherent in the top plate, it
is assumed that the same bending moment must also be reacted by the the lid
top plate. The sketch below aids in the analysis:

The analysis is conservative as it neglects any support from either plate or bolts
outside of the section identified.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

bolt
Rb

centroid I/

track

4 Lt '

The view shown is similar to the view in Figure 3.AJ.3 with identification of terms
for use in the following analysis; -



arm := momentarm arm = 2.613 in

Moment := MomentbOlts

Lt := Rb-2-sin(45-deg)

Moment = 1.483x 10 5in-lbf

Lt = 61.165in

The thickness of the lid top plate is

tp := 1.5-in item 1 in BM-2152

The safety factor is established by considering the bending moment in the section
of top plate a distance "arm" away from the track.

I Lt.tp3

12 Ip = 17.203 in4

The primary bending stress is

atp :Moment-t)
2-1p Cstp = 6.464x 1 03psi

The limiting safety factor is obtained by consideration of the Regulatory Guide 3.61
criteria. Therefore,

SY
SFtp := y SFtp = 1.686

Similarly, the average shear stress developed across the section is

6 Loadwheel
tp.Lt

ttp = 618.442 psi

The safety factor against primary shear overstress is large.

SFshear := .6-3*xtp
SFshear = 10.575

In the above safety factor calculation, the yield strength in shear is assumed as 60%
of the yield strength in tension for the Reg. Guide 3.61 evaluation.
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3.AJ.12 Separation of Transfer Lid from HI-TRAC

In the event of a side drop while HI-TRAC is in a horizontal position, the transfer lid
housing will impact the ground, and the HI-TRAC body, including the MPC, will
attempt to separate from the lid. Appendix 3.AN provides a detailed dynamic
analysis of the handling accident and provides the interface load that must be
transferred by the bolts.

From Appendix 3.AN, Section 3.AN.2.7, we find the following results for the 100-
ton HI-TRAC:

InterfaceForce := 1129000-lbf

We now demonstrate that this load can be transferred by a combination of bolt
shear and interface friction. I

3.AJ.12.1 Shear Capacity of 36 SA 193 B7 bolts I

Number of bolts nb 36

Subolt = 1.15x 1Opsi. Ab = 0.605in2

BoltCapacity := nb-.6-Subolt-Ab

BoltCapacity = 1.503x 10 lbf I



3.AJ.12.2 Shear Capacity due to Friction - 100 Ton HI-TRAC

Table 8.1.5 lists the actual preload torque as

Tact := 203-ft-1bf

The calculated bolt torque requirement is T = 136.002 ft- lbf

Therefore the actual clamping force per bolt is:

TactTciamp :=T abolt_max Ab Tclamp = 2.03x 10 4lbf

Following ASME, Section 1II, Subsection NF, NF-3324.6(4) for a blast cleaned joint,
the frictional resistance for the assemblage of bolts is:

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Ps := nb-Tclamp-0.31 Ps = 2.265x 1051bf

Note that since we are evaluating a side drop, the actual value of the clamping
force may be used since there is no other tensile load acting on the bolts.

Therefore, the total shear capacity, based on ultimate strength in shear, is

Shear-Capacity := BoltCapacity+ Ps

Shear Capacity = 1.729 x 1 06 Ibf

The safety factor for lid separation is defined as

SF =Shear Capacity
InterfaceForce

SF = 1.532

It is concluded that there will be no separation of the HI-TRAC from the transfer lid.

HI-STORM FSAR
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3.AJ.13 Analysis of Door Lock Bolts (Item 22 of Dwg. 2152, Sheet 1)

Under the design basis side drop handling accident, the transfer lid doors (both)
are restrained only by the two door lock bolts. Since the doors must remain
closed to maintain shielding, these bolts need to have sufficient shear capacity to
resist the door deceleration loading. The following calculation demonstrates that
the door lock bolts have the desired shear capacity. The following input data is
required to obtain a result

Gmax = 45

Dbolt := 3.0-in

Sabolt = 48300-psi

TotalLoad := 4 Wdoor

Door lock bolt diameter per 100 ton transfer cask bill of
materials.

I

Level D event per Appendix F of ASME Code

TotalLoad = 8.679x 1031bf

Recall that Wdoor represents 50% of one (of two) doors.

Abolt := . Dbolt
4

Abolt = 7.069 in2

There are two bolts which support load and there are two shear faces per bolt
(see section B-B on Dwg. 2152). Assuming a reduction factor of .8 to account for
shear across the threads, the shear stress in the bolt section is

tbolt :=TotalLoad.- Gmax2 *2 -Abolt
tbolt = 1.381 x 104psi

Therefore, the safety factor on bolt shear stress is

Sabolt
SFbolt shear -

tbolt
SFbo0 t shear = 3.497

and no loss of shielding will occur since the doors will be retained in place.
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APPENDIX 3.AK - CODE CASE N-284 STABILITY CALCULATIONS

3.AK.1 Scope

The purpose of this analysis is to deternine the buckling capacity of the rI-STORM 100
System under the load combinations specified in Section 3. Although not required for the
rH-STORM storage overpack, the buckling requirements of USNRC Regulatory Guide 7.6
are satisfied.

The most probable location of failure due to buckling is the overpack inner shell. In this
appendix, the stability of the storage overpack inner and outer shells is evaluated using the
criteria set forth in ASME Code Case N-284, Metal Containment Shell Buckling Design
Methods, Section III, Division 1, Class MC. In addition to axial loading, the storage
overpack is subject to a compressive circumferential stress due to external pressure. A
boufding load case of external pressure is also considered for the outer shell of the storage
overpack.

The symbols used in this appendix, where possible, are consistent with those used in ASME
Code. Material properties are taken from Tables in Section 3.

This appendix was created using the Mathcad (version 8) software package. Mathcad
uses the symbol ':=' as an assignment operator, and the equals symbol '=' retrieves values for
constants or variables. The logical 'if construction is also used in this appendix. The 'if statement

format is as follows:

...if(expressiontrue valuefalse value)

3.AK.2 References

[3.AK.1] ASME Boiler & Pressure Vessel Code, Code Case N-284, Metal Containment Shell
Buckling Design Methods.

[3.AK.2] MATHCAD, V8.0,;Mathsofl, 1998.

3.AK.3 Load Cases Considered

3.AK.3.1 Overpack Inner Shell

Case 'l 45G End Drop. This is a Level D event for the inner shell.
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3.AK.3.2 Overpack Outer Shell

Case 2 45G End Drop This is a Level D event for the outer shell
Case 3 Overall external pressure + dead weight (Level D, Load case 05 for overpack

3.AK.4 Stability of the Overpack Inner Shell

3.AK.4.1 Method - ASME Code Case N-284

Code Case N-284 provides guidelines for determining the stability of metal confinement shells. This
method applies to shells with radius-to-thickness ratios of up to 1000 and shell thicknesses greater
than 0.25 in..

The buckling characteristics of any confinement shell are governed by the longitudinal membrane,
circumferential membrane, and in-plane shear stresses which develop under loading. Only these
three stress components are considered in the analysis.

The factors of safety against buckling required by the Code are the following

FSLA:= 2 0 Level A Service Limit FSLD:= 1.34 Level D Service Limit

The analysis method provided by Case N-284 for treatment of confinement shells is further outlined
below:

1. The stress components which cause buckling are identified, and each is multiplied by the
appropriate factor of safety. As a minimum, the amplified longitudinal and circumferential membrane
stresses must be less than the material yield stress, and the in-plane shear stress must be less than
60% of the yield stress. Failure to meet this condition requires a redesign of the system.

2. Capacity reduction factors are calculated in order to account for the difference between classical
theory and actual predictions of instability stress.

3. The theoretical elastic buckling stresses are calculated. The stresses correspond to the minimum
theoretical values for shells with simple support boundary conditions under uniform stress fields.

4. The amplified stress components are compared to the elastic limits of the material. In the event
that any stress exceeds the proportional limit, plasticity reduction factors are introduced in order to
account for any material nonlinearities.

5. The interaction equations for elastic and inelastic buckling set forth in the Code Case are used to
calculate safety factors.
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3.AK.4.2 Assumptions

1. Input loadings are obtained from other appendices or analysis in the main sections of Chapter 3.

2. By employing the method of Case N-284, the inner shell is assumed to be simply supported.
The welded base of the inner shell more closely represents a clamped boundary. Therefore, elastic
buckling stress limits are actually higher.

3. All material properties are choosen at the overpack design temperature (350 deg. F). The
Young's modulus and the yield stress decrease with increasing temperature, therefore, the analysis
is conservative.

4. Neglect any stabilizing effect from concrete shielding

3.AK.4.3 Input Data

The following is a list of input parameters for the overpack inner shell:

R. 73.5 .
2

Inner radius of shell

(73 75 + 2- i.25) i
R0 := 2 Outer radius of shell

L := 224.5-in Axial length of shell (conservative)

t := I 25-in Shell thickness

g := 386 4- -
2sec

E:= 28 0-106_psI

cry := 33150 psi

Gravitational acceleration

Young's modulus (3500 F) SA516-Grade 70

Yield strength (3500 F) SA516-Grade 70

3.AK.4.4 Analysis of Overpack Load Cases

3.AK.4.4.1 Load Case I (Vertical Handling from Appendix 3.M -Load Case 02.a, Table 3.1.5)

The G level for Longitudinal Load is

The Factor of Safety for Design is

HI-STAR FSAR
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Stress components

The longitudinal membrane stress is the impact weight supported by the inner shell divided by the
cross sectional area of the shell. -

ao := 3526.psi+ 4620psi o0 = 8.146x IO3 psi Longitudinal stress from App. 3.M

The circumferential membrane stress is equal to.

00 := 235.02-psi Bounding circumferential mean stress from App. 3.M

0aO .=0-psi In-plane shear stress

As an initial check, the amplified stress components must meet the allowable limits stated in Section
3.AK.4.1 of the appendix.

I

c 0-FSD
= 0 329

oy
< 1.0 IlFSD 95 x -3

aly

< 1.0
coQoFSD 0 < 0.6

cry

Capacity reduction factors

The first step towards defining the capacity reduction factors is to calculate the following geometric
parameters.

R:= R=37438in
2

The unsupported longitudinal and circumferential lengths are

IO:= L 4 = 224.5 in

IO:= 2n aRc IO = 58 807in 4 rac
4

M, is a dimensionless factor defined as follows

M: MO= 32.818 :
(R.t)5 M (R=

Mean radius

lial ribs provide support

.)00
MO = 8 596

M := i 0M0 < MO, MOMm)

The radius-to-thickness ratio is

M = 8 596

- = 29.95

M equals smaller of two values

Next, the capacity reduction factors are computed per Sec. 151 l(a), (b), and (c) of Code Case
N-284.
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Axial Compression

Effect of R/t (Rt < 600)

aI :=1.52- .473-1o8( )
t

a 2 := 1.0 10- 5-- 0.033
psi

-= 29.95
t

a, = 0.822

a2 = 0.298

CCU := if( a, < a 2 ,a1 ,a 2 )

Effect of Length (1.73 <M< 10)

0.826
(XOL2 *=-

M 6

aOL := iqaOLI > XOL2, a*LI, aOL2)

aOpLI = 0.298

aOL2 = 2.047 x 1076

aOL = 0.298

ac#LI equals smaller of two values

ac(L equals larger of two values

Hoop Compression

aOL 0.8

Shear (Rt < 250)

aOL O o 8

Theoretical elastic buckling stresses

The basic equations used are given in Sec. 1712.1.1 of Code Case N-284.

Axial Compression (M, > 1.73) CI := 0.605

Ca&L := CORE

External Pressure

No End Pressure (3.0 < M. < 1.65 R/t)

0 92

MO - 1.17

E~t
areL := qF R

R

a
0

eL = 5.656 X 10 psi

cer = 0.029

reL= 2 .718X 104psi
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End Pressure Included (3.5 < MO, < 1.65 R/t)

MO = 32.818

0.92
MO, - 0.636

E~t
aheL := Cqh R

R

1 65- - = 49 417
t

Cqh = 0029

aheL = 2.67 3 X IO psi

Shear (.5 < M, < 26)

.746

MO 5
Coo = 0.13

a~kL := COO -E R aC30L= 1.217x 105 psi

Plasticity reduction factors

The plasticity reduction factors are calculated according to the equations provided by Sec.
1610(a), (b), and (c) of the Code Case.

Axial Compression

n9:= 10

Hoop C'ompression

.,FSD
= 0 329

ay
<.55 '

( I OOI.FSD Nj7

< 0.67
ayfle:= 1 0

Shear

(ao .FSD <048"

Gy
70 := 1.0
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Interaction equations

The interaction equations for local buckling are supplied in Sec. 1713 of Code Case N-284.

Elastic Buckling

cs-FSD ao, = 3.657 x 10psi

act

Oe(FSD4
CY(, a0(, = 3 93 .6 59psi < CheL= 2.6 73 x 1o psi

aGL

crO-FSD
aeS := aoF=D Opsi

aOOL COS

Axial Compression Plus Hoop Compression cyd - 0 .5.OahIL = 2321 x I0 4
psi

-O 0.5 0heL I 0 0s 2
- - = 0042 < 1.0

-OL 
0

-
5

'yheL C 
0

heL)

Axial Compression Plus ShearD2
+ - = 0.065 < 1.0

o'eL 4eeL

Hoop Compression Plus Shear

( .2
(aesI CeoS 0014 <1.0

reL CTOeL

Axial Compression Plus Hoop Compression Plus Shear

The shear constant, K, is computed as follows

2
K:=1 -I - K = 1

CO4OeL)

As a result of the shear stress equaling zero, the value of K equals one. Therefore, no
ftrther interaction checks are required for this combination of stresses.
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Inelastic Buckling

as~p :=- a rop = 3 657 x I0pSi

lo,

Cop = - aEp = 393 659psi
'o

sp -= CT GOP = Opsi

Axial Compression Plus Shear

( a + ( P = 418 x 10-3
CyBl. CFOCL

< 1.0

Hoop Compression Plus Shear

1-1 + - =2098X 10
o0 reL CyO4eL)

<1.0

Analysis of the overpack inner shell shows that under tEis load case, the interaction equations for
elastic and inelastic buckling are satisfied (less than 1.0). Therefore, stability of the inner shell is
assured.

3.AK.4.4.2 Load Case 2 (Load Case 02.a in Table 3.1.5 for outer shell)

The Factor of Safety for Design is FSD:= FSLD FSD= 1.34

Geometry t := 0.75.in

R :=.5-132.5-in Ri:=.5-(132.5-in - 2.t)

Stress components

The longitudinal membrane stress is the impact weight supported by the outer shell divided by the
cross sectional area of the shell.

ao := 3401 psi as = 3 401 x lo
3 psi Longitudinal stress from App. 3.M

HI-STAR FSAR
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The circumferential membrane stress is equal to.

as := 219.24-psi Bounding circumferential mean stress from App. 3.M

GOO := 0-psi In-plane shear stress

As an initial check the amplified stress components must meet the allowable limits stated in Section
3.AK.4.1 of the appendix.

03FS 7 < 1.0 8.862x 17 < 1.0 = FSD<
cly CrY cl

Capacity reduction factors

The first step towards defining the capacity reduction factors is to calculate the following geometric
parameters.

R:= R = 65.875 in Mean radius
2

The unsupported longitudinal and circumferential lengths are

11:= L 4 = 224 5in

1 := 2-t- R le = 103 476in 4 radial ribs provide support

0.6

4 I �

Ma is a dimensionless factor defined as follows

14)
M, := 4. 5

(R-t)
MO = 31.939 M: 10

(R-t) 0.5
Me = 14.721

M:= if(M0 < MO, M Me)

The radius-to-thickness ratio is

M = 14.721 M equals smaller of two values

R
- =87.833
t

Next, the capacity reduction factors are computed per Sec. 151 1 (a), (b), and (c) of Code Case
N-284.

Axial Compression

Effect of R/t (R/t < 600)

al := 1.52- .473.log( R)

HI-STAR FSAR
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a 2 := 1.0- 105 -.- 0 033
psI

a2 = 0298

a0LI := f(at c< a, a I, a2 )

Effect of Length (M> 10)

a OL2 = 0207

aOL f= aOLI > aOL2,aLIUczL2)

aoLl = 0 298 aWL1 equals smaller of two values

aOL2 = 0 207

atOL = 0 298 a, L equals larger of two values

Hoop Compression

aOL:= 0 8

Shear (R/t < 250)

aOL- 0.8

Theoretical elastic buckling stresses

The basic equations used are given in Sec. 1712.1.1 of Code Case N-284.

Axial Compression (M, > 3.46) CO := 0 605

OL := CO E-t
R

External Pressure

No End Pressure (3.0 < M, < 1.65 R/t)

0.92
Cor: =~

MO - 1.17

E~t
«eL := q ER

4,XeL=1929X 105psi

Cer = 0 03

crOL = 9.53 2 x 103 pSi

End Pressure Included (3.5 < Ml, < 1.65 RPt)

MO= 31 939

HI-STAR FSAR
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C°h := -0.92MO - 0.636 COh = 0 029

aheL *Ch- R
R

GheL = 9369 x 10 psi

Shear (1.5 < MO < 26)

.746

C¢O = 0.132

E~t
aeL _- C4- BR aOeL=4.2 08 x lOpsi

Plasticity reduction factors

The plasticity reduction factors are calculated according to the equations provided by Sec.
1610(a), (b), and (c) of the Code Case.

Axial Compression

no-1.0

Hoop Compression

OaJ.FSD
= 0.137

ay
< .55

1 o .- 1.0

Shear

fI | |FSD 0671)

I ay )

(aOO-FSD < )4

ay

n := 1 0

FSD:= FSLD FSD= 1.34

Elastic Buckling

ao-FSD

aaL
co,= 1.527X 104PSi

cO*FSD

aGL
a0, = 367.227psi < aheL = 9 36 9 X 10 PSi
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ao.FSD
Coos:= ao¢ = Opsi

aOOL

Axial Compression Plus Hoop Compression ao, - O.5 hCL = 1.058 x 104 psi

QTOs - OS. heL a6 5S+ - =0058 < 1.0
aOeL - ° 5-CheL C heL)

Axial Compression Plus Shear

s+ = 0079 < 1.0
eL CFOeL )

Hoop Compression Plus Shear

1ays|+ dOs 0.039 < 1.0

areL CTOOeL

Axial Compression Plus Hoop Compression Plus Shear

The shear constant, K, is computed as follows

Hoop Compression
2

K:= ( I )- - K = I
tO8eL)

As a result of the shear stress equaling zero, the value of K equals one. Therefore, no
further interaction checks are required for this combination of stresses.

Inelastic Buckling

c;O.= Cs clp = 1.527 x 104psi
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0
6(s

1o

aO~p := 0

'ep = 367.227psi

KnaOp = Opsi

Axial Compression Plus Shear

crop j 3
( P + 0 ¢° = 6.267x 1073
CT4el. t Y4eL)

<1.0

Hoop Compression Plus Shear

crop G16 1j730 - + = 1.484x
CJreL C T akL

< 1.0

Analysis of the overpack outer shell shows that under this load case, the interaction equations for
elastic and inelastic buckling are satisfied (less than 1.0). Therefore, stability ofthe 6uter shell is
assured.

3.AK.4.4.2 Load Case 3 (Load Case 05 in Table 3.1.5 for outer shell)

The Factor of Safety for Design is FSD:= FSLD FSD = 1.34

Geometry t .- 0.75.in

R, :=.5-132.5-in R.:=.5.(132.5-in - 2-t)

Stress components

The longitudinal membrane stress is assumed as a value that bounds the dead weight of the outer,
shell.

Go:=100 psi

The circumferential membrane stress is equal to that developed by an all-around 30 psi external
pressure that is considered to bound any explosive or environmental event.

Pext - 30Opsi
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Re

U - Pext- t ae = 2.65 x 103psi Bounding circumferential mean stress

0o := *-psi In-plane shear stress

As an initial check, the amplified stress components must meet the allowable limits stated in Section
3.AK.4.1 of the appendix.

O,.FSD =4042x 10-3< 1.0
cry

IjO I .FS0 _
.107

aly

<1.0 cro.FSD <06

cly

Capacity reduction factors

The first step towards defining the capacity reduction factors is to calculate the following geometric
parameters.

R:= R,-. R = 65.875 in
2

The unsupported longitudinal and circumferential lengths are

4 = L 4 = 224.5 in

Io := 2 7r-R1o = 103.476in 4 ra(
4

Mean radius

fial ribs provide support

M. is a dimensionless factor defined as follows

MO :=( 0 5

(R-0°
MO = 31.939

MO := `- Me = 14.721
(RMt) 0.5

M equals smaller of two valuesM:= 1fM, < MO, MO, MO)

The radius-to-thickness ratio is

M = 14.721

- = 87.833
t

Next, the capacity reduction factors are computed per Sec. 151 1 (a), (b), and (c) of Code Case
N-284.

Axial Conipression

Effect of R/t (R/t < 600)
- = 87 833

al := 1.52 - .473.1 o( -) al = 0601
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a 2 := 1.010 10-5--0.033
psi

aLI := if(a I < a 2,. a , a2 )

Effect of Length (M > 1o)

aOL2 := 0207

CCOL @ ifdaOLI > aOL2, aOLlw a02)

a 2 = 0298

aOLI = 0.298 a L. equals smaller of two values

aL2 = 0.207

(OL = 0.298 OCXL equals larger of two values

Hoop Compression

aOL =0 8

Shear (R/t < 250)

aOL:= 0 8

Theoretical elastic buckling stresses

The basic equations used are given in Sec. 1712.1.1 of Code Case N-284.

Axial Compression (Me > 3.46) := 0.605

CTOeL E., - RL = 1.9 2 9 X 1O5 psiR

External Pressure

No End Pressure (3.0 < MO < 1.65 R/t)

092

Mo COr 03

arcL O= CRr.L= 9.5 32 X IO psi

End Pressure Included (3.5 < MO < 1.65 R/t)

MO = 31.939 1.65- -= 144.925

t
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0.92

M0, - 0 636 COh = 0 029

CheL := qh-R
R

Shear (1.5 < MO < 26)

aheL = 9.3 69 X IO psi

CO = 0 132

746
CO :=-

M,0

E~t
CYL = CpOO.St TeOL = 4.2 08 X 04 PSi

Plasticity reduction factors

The plasticity reduction factors are calculated according to the equations provided by Sec.
1610(a), (b), and (c) of the Code Case.

Axial Compression

rno := I 0

Hoop Compression

° = 4 042 X 1073 ,5
oy

f o := 1.0

Sb ear

f; 1061I .FSD <07"

0ly

c rOO*FSD <048j

a YJ

'he =10

FSD:= FSLD FSD = 1.34

Elastic Buckling

-CO.FSD

CEOL
c>S = 448 911 psi

ce-FSD
-tis =

X(tOL
cos=4439x 103psi < ahL = 9-3 69 X 10 psi
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cTQo.FSD
Coos := yoFDao, = Opsi

aOL

Axial Compression Plus Hoop Compression

c-os 0.5 abeL I aOs 2
+ - = 0202

CTO& - 0.5SabeL C\ heL)

a 0s - ° 5cheL = -4236 X 10 psi

No check needed since this value is
negative'

< 1.0

Axial Compression Plus Shear

( 2
GO4S G oes 1

- + - = 2.328 x1
CFOL Cy,6eL)

< 1.0

Hoop Compression Plus Shear

0rL + OOe = 0466
CrreL CTyOeL)

< 1.0

Axial Compression Plus Hoop Compression Plus Shear

The shear constant, K, is computed as follows

Hoop Compression
( 2

K:= 1I - CIO.
CTOOeL

K= 1

As a result of the shear stress equaling zero, the value of K equals one. Therefore, no
further interaction checks are required for this combination of stresses.

Inelastic Buckling

CTOS
-qyp .-

TIO
crop = 448.911 psi
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aos
Cop -

'1 G

-oOs

'106

asp = 4 439 x 103 psi

of = Opsi

'

Axial Compression Phls Shear

( \2p) ( °°P 2 48Xl
crop a(" = 5418 x 107

0 OCAL 0
FOGeL

Hoop Compression Plus Shear

<1.0

(l 2

Cro p +1
(YOIVL)

2

- ) = 0.217
aOOeL

< 1.0

Analysis of the overpack outer shell shows that under this load case, the interaction equations for
elastic and inelastic buckling are satisfied (less than 1.0). Therefore, stability of the outer shell is
assured under the postulated all-around external pressure.
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APPENDIX 3.AL - HI-TRAC LUMPED PARAMETERS FOR SIDE DROP ANALYSIS

3.AL-1.0 INTRODUCTION

In order to model side impact of the 125 Ton HI-TRAC with a concrete ISFSI pad, a lumped
parameter model [1] is used to account for the interaction of the slab with the underlying soil.,
The model includes linear springs that represent the stiffness properties of the target. Linear
viscous dampers account for dissipation of energy in the soil mass. This appendix presents the
calculations of the lumped parameters for three different impact locations of HI-TRAC with the
target: (1) impact at the top lifting trunnion (or edge of water jacket); (2) impact at the edge of the
transfer lid; (3) impact at the the pocket trunnion.

Lumped parameters are evaluated to model soil-pad interaction during the impact of the 125 Ton
HI-TRAC with the concrete ISFSI pad. A stiffness constant and an equivalent damping
coefficient are calculated for each of the following drop events: (1) impact with the lifting trunnion;
(2) impact with the transfer lid; (3) impact with the pocket trunnion. The values of the evaluated
stiffness constants are close to those of the equivalent stiffness constants used for seismic
analysis of nuclear structures [1].

The calculations presented in this report are used as templates for evaluation of lumped
parameters for soil-structure interaction and provide the input values for the dynamic simulation
reported in Appendix 3.Z.

3.AL-2.0 METHODOLOGY

The set of equations are programmed to accept specified input data. The load from the impact
is taken to act uniformly on the area of contact. A load expansion factor accounts for the-
expansion of the area of influence of the impact load through the thickness of the concrete slab.

To evaluate the stiffness constants, the vertical deflections of the soil under uniformly distributed
loads are calculated by using modified Boussinesq's method for uniformly distribute loads [3,
Eq. 222]. The magnitude of the impact load equals one so the calculated deflections -
correspond to the flexibility coefficients of the springs and their inverse to the required stiffness
coefficients.

Reference [1] provides guidelines for modeling of soil-structure interaction during seismic
analysis of safety related nuclear structures. Tables 3300-1 and 3300-2 present the equations
for evaluation of lumped parameters. The equivalent spring constants that are calculated from
these tables are used to check the accuracy of the stiffness constants that are evaluated by
using uniformly distributed loads. The equivalent damping coefficients evaluated from Tables
3300-1 and 3300-2 are further used to model the dissipation of energy in the soil mass
dunng the drop events analyses.

Subsequent to the thoretical calculations, some results from the DYNA3D analysis (Appendix
3.A) are used to determine a correction factor that ensures that the lumped parameter model is
in full agreement with the actual spring constant characteristics of the reference soil.
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3.AL-3.0 ASSUMPTIONS

The basic assumption of the present analysis is that a lumped parameters model [1] can model
the complex nature of the soil-concrete pad interaction during an impact in a conservative
manner that yields to an overestimate of the peak decelerations of the cask. The load from the
impact is assumed to be distributed uniformly on the concrete slab surface on an area that
corresponds to the area of contact. The part of the concrete slab that is affected by the
stresses from the impact is assumed to behave independently of the rest of the concrete pad.
This assumption allows to evaluate the lumped parameters by considering a single spread
footing. The calculation of the stiffness coefficients is performed under the assumption that the
soil mass is a semi-infinite body. The material is assumed to be homogeneous, isotropic, and
linear-elastic. The interaction parameters are assumed to be independent of frequency. This
soil model assumption is consistent with the "reference" soil model used in the HI-STORM
storage overpack tipover and end drop analyses.

3.AL-4.0 INPUT DATA

Holtec drawings [4] and [5] provide the input data for calculation of the impact surfaces for the
three different drop events. The parameters that describe the soil's material properties are taken
from Table 3.A.1 in Reference [2].

3.AL-5.0 COMPUTER CODES

This report is written using MATHCAD, v. 7.0. All calculations are performed within the report.

3.AL-6.0 COMPUTER FILES

This report is archived in the server directory:
\projects\5014\Historm\Ais\Hi951 31 2\Rev5\Appen3al.mcd

There are no other files associated with this calculation.
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3.AL-7.0 CALCULATIONS

3.AL-7.1 Input Data

Thickness of the ISFSI concrete pad [2, Table 3.A.1]

Ratio of Stress Distribution
in Concrete Pad (assume a "spread" of the load as twice
the depth of the concrete slab. Therefore, the diameter at
the soil-pad bottom interface is increased by 4 x depth of
pad)

Young's Modulus of Soil [ 3, Table 3A.1]

Hpad:= 36-in

Spad := 4

Esoil :=28000 psi ,

v := 0.3Poisson Ratio of Soil [ 3, Table 3.A.1]

Shear Modulus of Soil Gsoil. ~= Esoil
2-(1 + v)

Gsoil = 1.077x 104 psi

Mass Density of Soil [3, Table 3.A.1]

gamma :=100--
f3

gamm~arho:=-
g

2
rho -1.499x'10- 4 Ibf. '

. 4
m

3.AL-7.1 I Case 1 Imoact with the Lifting Trunnion

Diameter [6, sheet 9]

(assume a smaller diameter contact to reflect strike on the
edge of the trunnion because of the angle)

3.AL-7.1.2 Case 2 Impact with the Transfer Lid

Dlt := 4.0 in

Width of the Lid [5, sheet 1] ,Wlead:= 11.875-.n

Length of the Lid [5, sheet 1]
Llead:= 93.in
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3.AL-7 1 3 Case 3 Impact with the Pocket Trunnion

Width [5, sheet 10]

Length [5, sheet 10]

3.AL-7.2 Calculation of Stiffness and Damping Parameters

3 AL-7 2.1 Case 1 Impact with the Lifting Trunnion

Stress Area at Soil-Pad Interaction

Diametar Dstress Dlt + Spad-Hpad

Wpt:= 12.375-m

Lpt- 13.in

Dstress = 12.333 ft

Stress Area
2

Dstress .Z
Astress :=

4
Astress = 119.468ft2

Solution for Average Deflection under Uniformly Loaded Area [3]

Shape Correction Factor

From Table of Factors [3, pg..407], for Circle, the shape factor m:= 0 96

Average Deflection [3, Eq.222] under Area loaded with Total Unit Load

'

Pu:= 1*lbf

Uav: r PU.(i _ v2)

Esoil./Astrffss Uav = 1.982x 10C f

Stiffness Constant (KIt) evaluated from Ref. [3]

Kit := Pu
Uav

Klt = 4 204 x 10 6
in

Equivalent Stiffness Constant (Ktl1) calculated from Ref. [1, Table 3300-1]

KIltl: 2-Gsoil-Dstress Kitl=4554x 106 bf
1-v m

HI-STORM FSAR
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Equivalent Damping Coefficient (CItO calculated from Ref. [1, Table 3300-1]

The smaller stiffness constant is taken for calculation (conservative assumption)

Kc:= KIt if Klt < KItl

Kit1 otherwise Kc = 4204x 1i6f

in

Dstress _rhoi4 seClt 0.85.Kc- -_ Cit = 3.12 x 10 lbf.-
2 Gsoil in

3.AL-7.2.2 Case 2 Impact with the Transfer Lid

Stress Area at Soil-Slab Interaction
Width W:= Wead + Spad.Hpad W = 12.99 ft

Length L := Llead + Spad-Hpad L = 19.75 fit

- = 1.52
W

Area Astress - W-L Astress = 256.544 ft2

Solution for Average Deflection under Uniformly Loaded Area [3]

Shape Correction Factor

al := - if-W < L-
W

- otherwise
L al = 1.52

From Table of Factors [3, pg..407] for al = 1 5 the shape factor m:= 0.92

Average Deflection [3, Eq.222] under Area loaded with Total Unit Load Pu= 1 lbf '
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Uav:= -8

Esoil4A__stress Uav = 1 296 x 10 ft

Stiffness Constant (KNead) evaluated from Ref. [3]

Klead =- Klead =6428x 106 -
Uav in

Equivalent Stiffness Constant (Kleadl) calculated from Ref. [1, Table 3300-2]

From [1, Fig. 3300-3] for al = 1.52 shape correction factor Bz:= 2 2

Kleadl:= Gsoil -Bz.Astress Kleadl = 6505x 10 6-
1-v in

Equivalent Dampina Coefficient (Clead) calculated from Ref. [1, Table 3300-2]

Equivalent Radius of Stress Area R := R = 9.037ft

The smaller stiffness constant is taken for calculation (conservative assumption)

Kc := Klead if Klead Kleadl

Kleadl otherwise

rhso
Clead:= 0.85-Kc*R -o

Gsoil

Kc=6428x 10 6
in

Clead = 6.99x 10 lbf-
in

3 AL-7 2 3 Case 3 Impact with the Pocket Trunnion

Stress Area at Soil-Slab Interaction

Width W := Wpt + Spad-Hpad W

Length L:= Lpt + Spad-Hpad L=

HI-STORM FSAR 3
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Area Astress := W-L Astress = IOA.492ft2

Solution for Average Deflection under Rectangular Loaded Area 13]

Shape Correction Factor

a2:= - if W < L
W

- otherwise a2= 1.004

From Table of Factors [3, pg. 407] for a2 = 1 the shape factor m:= 0.95

Average Deflection [4, Eq.222] under Area loaded with Total Unit Load Pu = I lbf

Pu.(1 -V2)
Uav:=m

Esoil* lAstress Uav=1.642x10 8ft

Stiffness Constant For Case 3 (Impact from the Pocket Trunnion)

Pu I 6 bfKpt Kpt =5.075x 10 l

Eguivalent Stiffness Constant (Kotl) calculated from Ref. [1, Table 3300-2]

From [1, Fig. 3300-3] for a2 = 1.004 shape correction factor, Bz:= 2.18

Gsoil6Ib
Kptl :=-*Bz /Astress Kptl = 5.255 x 106-

-v in

Equivalent Dampinq Coefficient (Cot) calculated from Ref. [1, Table 3300-2]

Equivalent Radius of Stress Area R := R = 7.367t

The smaller stiffness constant is taken for calculation (conservative assumption)

HI-STORM FSAR 3.AL-7 Revision -
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Kc := Kpt if Kpt <Kptl

IKptl otherwise

Gsoll

6 lbfKc = 5.075 x 10 -
in

Cpt = 4 499 x I0 sec
m

3.AL-7.0 RESULTS

3.AL-7.1 Lumped Parameters for Case I Impact with the Lifting Trunnion

Stiffness Constant: Klt = 4.204 x 106k
in

Equivalent Stiffness Constant: K1 I = 4.554x 06 lbf
m

Equivalent Damping Coefficient: Ch = 3.12x 104 bfsec

m

3.AL-7.2 Lumped Parameters for Case

Stiffness Constant:

Equivalent Stiffness Constant:

Equivalent Damping Coefficient:

2 Impact with the Transfer Lid

Klead = 6 428 x 106k
hi

KleadI=6.505x 106 lbf
mi

Clead = 6 99 x 104 Ibf.
mi

3.AL-7.3 Lumped Parameters for Case 3 Impact with the Pocket Trunnion

Stiffness Constant: Kpt = 5 075 x 106 Tbf
in

Equivalent Stiffness Constant: Kptl = 5.255x 106k
in

Equivalent Damping Coefficient Ct = 4.499 xe c 1bf-
Cpt 4.49 x 0 lb- 7
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3.AL.8 Comparison With DYNA3D Solution for HI-STAR 100 End Drop -

The previous calculations have conservatively neglected the effect of the concrete slab stiffness
except for its effect on a spread-out of the loaded area. The dynamic effects in the pad and in the
soil have also been neglected in the establishment of the spring constant. That is, what is
computed in this appendix is a "static" spring constant. In order to establish a value for the simple
spring model used herein that reflects dynamics of the slab/soil, the results from an end drop
analysis of the HI-STAR 100 (HI-STAR 100 FSAR, HI-2012610, Appendix 3.A), using the reference
soil, are used to define a "calibration factor" for all of the analyses of the HI-TRAC. The calibration
factor is obtained from the DYNA3D solution as follows:

The results in the HI-STAR 100 FSAR give a maximum vertical deflection at the top of the reference
ISFSI pad as:

-dv = 1.144-min

This result is obtained for a drop weight of

W := 241937.lbf

I

and results in a filtered peak deceleration Gd3d .= 52.56

A simple mass-spring system predicts-the same results if a spring constant is defined as

(:= d3d
Kd3d:=W Kd3d- 1.112x 1 0 71bf

- , - . in

The methodology of this appendix is now used to obtain a theoretical spring constant for a contact
for a cylinder diameter equal to the base diameter of the HI-STAR 100 metal storage cask.

Dlt := 83 25-in

and the same reference pad as postulated here.

Stress Area at Soil-Pad Interaction - I

Diametar Dstress .- Dlt + Spad-Hpad Dstress = 18937ft

Astress = 281.666 R2
2

Stress Area Astress Dstress .
4

Solution for Average Deflection under Uniformly Loaded Area [3]

Shape Correction Factor

From Table of Factors [3, pg..407], for Circle, the shape factor m := 0 96
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---

Average Deflection [3, Eq 222] under Area loaded with Total Unit Load Pu := I-lbf

PAu ( Iv2)
Uav:= m .

Esoil4st Uav = 1.291 x 108 ft

Stiffness Constant (Klt' evaluated from Ref. [3]

Kltt :-
Uav

Klt = 6455x 10 6
in d3 = 1.722

Klt

This defines a "calibration factor" that is postulated to account for all of the complex concrete/soil
effects that appear in the reference soil DYNA3D model. For conservatism, this factor is applied
to all of the theoretical spring constants calculated for use in the dynamic analysis (Appendix 3.Z)
but is not applied to the theoretical damping coefficients.

3.AL-9.0 CONCLUSIONS

Lumped parameters have been evaluated to model soil-pad interaction during the impact of the
125 Ton HI-TRAC with the concrete ISFSI pad. A stiffness constant and an equivalent damping
coefficient have been calculated for each of the following drop events: (1) impact with the lifting
trunnion; (2) impact with the transfer lid; (3) impact with the pocket trunnion. The values of the
evaluated stiffness constants are close to those of the equivalent stiffness constants used for
seismic analysis of nuclear structures [1]. The calculations presented in this report are used as
templates for evaluation of lumped parameters for soil-structure interaction and provide the input
values for the dynamic simulation reported in Appendix 3.Z.

3.AL-10.0 REFERENCES
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APPENDIX 3.AM - HI-TRAC 100 TRANSFER CASK CIRCUMFERENTIAL
DEFORMATION AND STRESS

3.AM.1 Introduction

The objective of this analysis is to determine the defomation and stress response
of the HI-TRAC 100 transfer cask, considered as a composite ring, to the
amplified gravitational load due to deceleration of the transfer cask subsequent to
a tipover event. The object is to demonstrate that the vertical diameter of the
transfer cask does not reduce to a value that precludes retrievability of the MPC. A
further objective is to provide a conservative estimate of the circumferential
stresses that develop in the ring section so as to determine safety factors, where
applicable, for Level D loading conditions

3.AM.2 Method

The transfer cask is conservatively modeled as a ring that is point supported at its
lowest point (representing an impact location) and subject to an amplified inertia
load representing deceleration loads. Strength of materials formulas are'applied to
estimate the change in vertical diameter of the transfer cask.

3.AM.3 Assumptions

1. The moment of inertia of the transfer'cask is conservatively
computed neglecting any contribution from the contained lead and the external
water jacket. Only the inner and outer shells resist deformation.

2. The transfer cask is assumed to behave like a ring. This is a
simplifying assumption. Thick ring effects are included.

3. The contact load from the MPC, acting on the transfer cask, is
conservatively neglected since this load will tend to increase the local diameter of
the transfer cask.

3.AM.4 References

[1] R. Roark, Formulas for Stress and Strain, 6th Edition, McGraw-Hill,
1965 (Mathcad Electronic Book Solutions)

3.AM.5 Input Data

All dimensions are taken from Holtec drawing no. 2145. The input data necessary to
perform the analysis are as follows (conservatively use the weight of HI-TRAC 125:

The weight of the transfer cask (Table 3.2.2), WC := 153000-lbf

HI-STORM TSAR 3.AM-1 -Revision 0
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The shell total height, L := 184.75-in

The outside diameter of the transfer cask, I

The inside diameter of the transfer cask, E

Outer shell thickness to

Inner shell thickness tiI

Section height dl

Do := 78-in

D; := 68.75.in

:= 1.0-in

= .75-in

:= .5 -(Do - Di) dl = 4.625in

Design Basis deceleration (g's) G:= 1

Youngs Modulus of Shell Material (@350 degrees F)

E := 28000000-psi

Inertia load on a ring of transfer cask material b := 24.84. in

(L)
WI = 2.057x 10 4bf

3.AM.6 Section Property of Ring

Inertia Property of Ring

r 1I
I I m

,- Ti

I
x

_ I l_

] b lI

d

7- To
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First compute location of the neutral axis based only on the metal shell material

Ti := t Ti = 0.75in . To := to To = 1 in

d := d1 -To -Ti d = 2.875 in

b = 24.84in

Ao:= b-To Ai := b-Ti

(A A[Ai-(d+To+2 1+Ao-T]
(Ao +Ai) L 2) 2 J x= 2.107in

x is the location of the neutral axis measured from the outside surface. The
moment of inertia about this neutral axis is

l:= Ao.(x-.5-To)2 + Ai.(.5-Ti + d + To - x)2
r ui

For use in analysis, compute the mean diameter

1= 149.705in

The mean radius is Dm:= Do -2-x

Rmean := .5 -Dm Rmean = 36.893 in

The input loading required is the load per linear inch of circumference at the mean
radius

WI
w:=.

2*-t Rmean
w = 8 8.74 3 bf

in
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The equations from reference 1 have been programmed in Mathcad as a commercially
available "electronic book". Attachment AM-1 to this document presents the solution to three
cases.

Case 1 Ring supported at base and loaded by
own weight. w given per unit
circumferential length.

3.AM.6 Conclusion

Classical ring solutions have been presented for use in examination of the ovalization of the s
transfer cask. The solutions have been derived using the weight of the transfer cask without
an MPC.
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ATTACHMENT B-1 - Classical Ring Solutions From Roark

Table 17 Formulas for tangential and radial
forces, moment and stress in circular rings

IiiT0i i subject to bending in the plane of the curve

Notation

Summary - The format of Table 17 is such that one selects
an appropriate restraint/loading case from a
table of contents, which corresponds to Table
17 in Roark's Formulas for Stress and Strain,

- and then selects an appropriate cross section
from a second table of contents which
corresponds to Table 16 in the text. For your
convenience, all of the pertinent information
pertaining to the selected cross section and
loading combination is included in each file.

Table 17 provides formulas for location of centroidal
axis, neutral axis, and stress ratio (defined below)
of circular rings subjected to bending in the plane of
curvature. These formulas are then used to
compute the internal moments, normal and shear
forces, and the working stresses in the given ring.

The stress ratio mentioned above, denoted by k, is
the ratio of stresses in a curved beam to the
stresses at the corresponding location in a straight
beam. The concave and convex sides of the curved
beam are denoted by an i and o subscript on the k,
respectively.

HI-STORM TSAR 3.AM-5
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The formulas are derived neglecting the
contribution of radial normal stress to the
circumferential strain. This assumption does not
cause appreciable error for curved beams of
compact cross section for which the radial normal
stresses are small, and it leads to acceptable
answers for beams having thin webs where,
although the radial stresses are higher, they occur
in regions where the circumferential bending
stresses are small.
In the Strength of Materials Approach taken in Table
17, approximations are arrived at through integrating
the strain energy density function. In each integral
there is a shape constant, F, needed to adjust the
solution for different cross sections. This shape
constant depends exclusively on the cross section
geometry. Values for shape constants are listed
below for several cross sections:

HI-STORM TSAR
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For solid rectangles, triangles, F 6
or trapezoids: . . 5

For diamond-shaped sections: 31
30

For solid circular sections: F = 10

For thin-walled hollow circular sections: F = 2

For an I- or box section with flanges and webs
of uniform thickness:

F = [1+ 3-(D2-D1)Dj (t2 04 D2

2-D23 tj I) r

where

D1- distance from neutral axis to nearest
flange surface -.

D2  distance from neutral axis to extreme
fiber

t1 thickness of web

t2  thickness of flanges

r radius of gyration of section with
respect to the neutral axis

HI-STORM TSAR
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It is important to keep in mind that the shape constants
are approximations, used in equations which are
themselves approximations. For cross sections where F
is unknown, the Strength of Materials solution is not
proven; however, using a value of 1 is not unreasonable,
keeping in mind that the answer may be inaccurate.

It should be noted that there are two different types of
moment of inertia used in this table. The more familiar
moment of inertia about the centroid of the cross section is
denoted by Ic. The other moment of inertia is the moment of
inertia about the principal axis of the beam in the plane of
curvature. This moment of inertia is denoted by lp

Notation R radius of curvature measured to centroid
of section (length)

c distance from centroidal axis to extreme fiber
on concave side of beam (length)

d height for the cross section (length)

A area of section (length2)

h distance from centroidal axis to neutral axis
measured toward center of curvature (length)

lp moment of inertia of cross section about principal axis
perpendicular to plane of curvature (length4)

moment of inertia of cross section about
centroidal axis of cross section (length4)

M applied bending moment (force-length)
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Cyi actual stress in extreme fiber on concave side
(force per unit area)

G0 actual stress in extreme fiber on convex side
(force per unit area)

6 is stress in extreme fiber on concave side as
computed by ordinary flexure formula for a
straight beam (force per unit area)

M-c
Gyis =

0Ts stress in extreme fiber on convex side as
computed by ordinary flexure formula for a
straight beam (force per unit area)

= M.(d-c)

ki ratio of 0j to ,l
0i

ais

ko ratio of (oY to yos
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W load (force)

w, v unit loads (force per unit of
circumferential length)

p unit weight of contained liquid (force per unit volume)

8 mass density of ring material (mass per unit volume)

N internal normal force (force)

V internal shear force (force)

0 ,x,¢ angles (radians) limited to the range zero to p
for all cases except 18 and 19

G shear modulus of elasticity (force per unit area)

v Poisson's ratio

E modulus of elasticity (force per unit area)

HI-STORM TSAR
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a - hoop-stress deformation factor. It is given by
the following equations and conditions:

for very thin rings: a = 0

for thin rings: -

for thick rings:

a I
A.R 2

h
R

0 transverse (radial) shear deformation factor. It
is' given by the following equations and
conditions:

for very thin rings: 0 = 0

for thin rings:

for thick rings:

0 = FEI

GAR

=2F(1+v)-h

f3 R

change in the vertical diameter (length)

DH

AL

change in horizontal diameter (length)

change in the lower half of the vertical diameter
or the vertical motion relative to point C of a
line connecting points B and D on the ring
(length)

3.AM-1 1HI-STORM TSAR
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ALW the vertical motion relative to point C of a
horizontal line connecting the load points on the
ring (length)

1w the angular rotation (radians) of the load point
in the plane of the ring and is positive in the
direction of positive q

F form factor depending on cross section (not the
same as SF in Table 1 and given for several
geometries above)

HI-STORM TSAR
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Case 15 Ring supported at base and loaded by
own weight

Case 15.16 Circular-Ring with
1I{Ini Unsymmetrical I-Beam Section

-W9 and Loading as Shown Below

Loading

Unsymmetrical I-beam section

tj Fbjd

R t m I
lT 1 Ib 1I

Notation file Provides a description of Table 17 and the notation used.
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Enter dimensions
of cross section

Conditions

Radius of curvature
measured to centroid of R := Rmean
section:

Width of top segment: b1  24.84-in

Thickness of top segment: t1 :=to

Width of vertical segment: b2:= 0in

Width of base: b := 24.84-in

Thickness of base: t := to

Total height of section: d dl

If Rld > 8, then the beam should generally be considered thin.
If R/d < 8, then the beam can generally be considered thick.

= 7.977 thin:= i{- >8, 1 ,0thick := i{d < 8,1,0

K-)
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Geometry of
cross section

Shape constant:
F = 1 is a close approximation.
See article 7.10 on page 201 in
Roark.

F:= 1

If this flanged section has wide and thin flanges,
outer portions of the flanges may move radially thus
reducing the stiffness and strength of the cross
section. See page 248 in Roark.

Area:

[ b[
b2 t (b
b d b b ) ( d )]

A = 43.47 in2

Distance from centroidal axis to extreme fiber on concave
side of beam:

n := b b )[d )(d (

2.- A
b-d

b2 )( t)2 b+

n = 2.518 in

Distance from centroidal axis to extreme fiber on convex
side of beam:

n1 d - n n1 = 2.107in

HI-STORM TSAR
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Moment of inertia of section about centroidal axis
perpendicular to the plane of bending. Ic must be a
principal moment of inertia unless additional
support conditions are provided as discussed on
page 260 in Roark:

:= bi .[ nl3 - (n - tj)]...
3

+ 32 I (n, - tj)3 + (n - t)3] ...

+ b .[ n3 _ (n - t) 3]

b= 152.649in4

Distance from centroidal axis to neutral axis measured
toward center of curvature:

/

h :=

+ *thin
A.R

h = 0.097 in
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k, is the ratio of actual stress in extreme fiber on the concave
side (ca) to unit stress (cr) in corresponding fiber as computed
by ordinary flexure formula for a straight beam (6,/a).

ko is the ratio of actual stress in extreme fiber on the convex
side (cO) to unit stress (cy) in corresponding fiber as
computed by ordinary flexure formula for a straight beam
(%/ck).

(dA2

3

bj + 1 b2

b

bj
b

(1 -b

2 t 3(b 1 b2  _ 3

d bb d
R _ 1
n

- 1
_h

n.
h

n

ki = 1.018

k -

ko= 0.976

Note: While h/n, k, and ko are dependent upon the
width ratios b1/b and b2/b they are independent of the
width b.
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Enter properties
and loading of ring

Constants

Modulus of elasticity:
E := 28.106. 2bf

in2

Poisson's ratio: v := .3

Load: W = 2.057x 1041bf

2-; *R

Modulus of rigidity:

G := E G = 1.077x 10 711
2-(1 + v) ir

Hoop-stress deformation factor:

h 6-a := -. thick+ thin- a = 2.616x 10-
R A-R2

Transverse radial shear deformation factor:

:=2.F.(1 + v)--*thick+ thin. F.E.l = 6.801 x10- 3

R G.A.R 2

'I

,mean

Ibf
2

Hoop-stress corrections:

k1 := - a + f

k2 := 1 - a

Computational constants:

KT:- 1+ -
A.R 2

kj = 1.004

k2 = 0.997
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For this case, the angle x must lie in the interval from
0°4to 1800. This is done by measuring x as positive in
both the clockwise and counterclockwise directions
measured from the vertical ray leaving the center of
the cross section. To do this, we define a function
angle(x) which is the angle between O° and 1800 that
corresponds to the angle x which may be greater than
1800.

angle(x) - x.-(x < 180-deg) + (360-deg - x) (x> 180-deg)

z(x) sin(angle(x))

u(x) cos(angle(x))

Initial conditions Loading terms:

LTM (X) := -w. R2 angle (x) z(x) + KT-(U(X) - 1)

LTN(x) := -w.R-angle(x)-z(x)

LTV(x) :=-w-R-angle(x)-u(x)

Values at A and/or C of moment (M), tangential force (N)
and radial force (V):

MA := w.R2.[k2 _ 0.5-( kT1 1)
MA = 6.008 x 104 lbf-in

MC:=w-R2[k2 +0.5+(Kr )1

Mc = 1.809x 105 lbf-in
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NA:= w.R.0.5+ (KT-1) k2]

VA := 0lbf

NA = 1.645x 103 lbf

VA = 01bf
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x:= 0-deg,1-deg.. 360-deg

General formulas
for internal
moment and
forces

Ml (x) := MA - NA.R.(1 - u(x)) + VA-R-z(x) + LTM(x)

Ni (x) := NA.U(X) + VA.Z(X) + LTNW

VI (x) := -NA.Z(X) + VA.U(X) + LTV(x)

For solid cross
section

Change in horizontal diameter (an increase is positive):

DlH w R3 (k _ k2' + 2-k

D1H = 0.016in

Change in vertical diameter (an increase is positive):

_-__ 3
D1V := EAh 4 2. k2
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D1V = -0.019in

Change in the lower half of the vertical diameter (vertical
motion relative to point C of a line connecting points B
and D):

____ 3AL1 := .1
E.A.h

6 2- k2 +(KT-1)
16 2

ALl = -0.011 in
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Graphs of moment
and forces:

The following pages present the plots of internal moment
and forces in both polar and standard graphs. The
vectors necessary for formatting the polar plots are
presented past the right margin.

Above is the graph of internal moment, M, as a polar plot. The radial lines
show the angle x measured from the ray rising up vertically from the center
of the cross section through A. The thick curve represents the internal
moment at the corresponding angle. The thin circular curve shows the zero
moment curve; inside the curve corresponds to positive moment (inward
direction), and outside the curve corresponds to a negative moment
(outward direction).
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Graph of internal moment versus angle x:
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AtA,

M1(0Odeg) = 6.008x 104lbf in

AtC,

MI(180-deg) = 1.809x105 [bf-in

Maximum internal moment:

max(MM).Ibf-in = 1.809x 105 lbf in
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AtB,

M 1(90 deg) = -6.926 x 104Ibf in

At D,

M1(270-deg) = -6.926x 104Ibf in

Minimum internal moment:

min(MM) lbf. in = -7.771 x 1 04lbf in
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Above is the graph of the tangential force, N, as a polar plot. The radial
lines show the angle x measured from the ray rising up vertically from the
center of the cross section through A. The thick curve represents the
tangential force at the corresponding angle. The thin circular curve shows
the zero force curve; inside the curve corresponds to positive force (inward
direction), and outside the curve corresponds to a negative force (outward
direction).
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Graph of tangential force versus angle x:
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AtA,

N1 (0.deg) = 1.645 x 103lbf
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At B,

N1 (90 deg) = -5.143x 103 Ibf

AtC,

N1 (180.deg) = -1.645x 103 Ibf

Maximum tangential force:

max(NN) * Ibf = 1.645 x 103lbf

At D,

N1(270-deg) =-5.143x1031bf

Minimum tangential force:

min(NN)-lbf = -6.795x 103Ibf
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Above is the graph of radial force, V, as a polar plot. The radial lines show
the angle x measured from the ray rising up vertically from the center of the
cross section through A. The thick curve represents the radial force at the
corresponding angle. The thin circular curve shows the zero force curve;
inside the curve corresponds to positive force (inward direction), and
outside the curve corresponds to a negative force (outward direction).
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Graph of radial force versus angle x:
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At B,

V1 (90 deg) = -1.645 x 1031bf

AtA,

V1 (0deg) = Olbf

At C,

V1 (180-deg) = 1.029 x 104 Ibf

Maximum radial force:

max(W)-lbf= 1.029x 104Ibf

At D,

V1 (270 deg) = -1.645 x 103 Ibf

Minimum radial force:

min(VV)-lbf = -3.154x 103Ibf
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Computation
of stresses

The flexure formula allows for the computation of the
stresses experienced by the outermost and innermost fibers.

A is the distance from the centroidal axis to the
innermost fiber.
n, := n ni = 2.518 in

no is the distance from the centroidal axis to the
outermost fiber.

no := d - n, no = 2.107 in

The moment of largest magnitude is

Ma:= max( M)*Ibf in.(max(MM) Ž -min(mM)

+ min( M)-lbf-in-(max(MM) < -min(mM))

Ma = 1.809 x 105lbf-in
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\K)
The flexure formula yields the stresses if the beam were
straight

Ma.n
aj :

IC

-Ma. no
Go := I

a= 2.983x 103 lbf
in

ao = -2.497x 103 lbf
in

The flexure stress experienced by the extreme
innermost fiber on the concave side at the cross
section where this numerically largest bending
moment occurs is

ai-ki = 3.037x 103 Ibf
in

The flexure stress experienced by the extreme
outermost fiber on the convex side at the cross
section where this numerically largest bending
moment occurs is

cyo ko = -2.436x 103 lbf
in

There may be larger tensile or compressive
stresses elsewhere in the ring at locations where
large moments of the opposite sign occur if n and
n1 differ in value. There are also stresses due to the
tangential force N to be considered.
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